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Q1: Where is Los Alamos?
“But can I also see some 

American ID?”
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Q2: find an inaccuracy in 
this illustration

Source: Symmetry magazine feature
http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/february-2013/

neutrinos-the-standard-model-misfits
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Target audience: 
students

Reminded me of TASI 1997

That summer school was called 

“Supersymmetry, Supergravity, and 
Supercolliders”

wisely, it started out with lectures on 

“The Standard model and why we believe it”

delivered by a SLAC theorist JoAnne Hewett
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So let’s look back
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THE STANDARD MODEL AND WHY WE BELIEVE IT ! †

J.L. HEWETT

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA 94309

The principle components of the Standard Model and the status of their experi-
mental verification are reviewed.

1 The Standard Model

The Standard Model (SM), which combines the SU(2)L!U(1)Y Glashow -
Weinberg - Salam theory of electroweak interactions 1 together with Quantum
Chromodynamics,2 constitutes a remarkable achievement. The formulation of
the theory as a renormalizable quantum theory preserves its predictive power
beyond tree-level computations and allows for the probing of quantum e!ects.
An array of experimental results confirm every feature of the theory to a high
degree of precision, at the level of testing higher order perturbation theory. In
fact, at present there are no compelling pieces of evidence that are in conflict
with the SM. In these lectures I will review the components of the SM and the
extent to which they have been tested.

The strong interactions are described by Quantum Chromodynamics 2

(QCD), which is a non-abelian gauge theory based on SU(3). Each quark
flavor is a color triplet in the fundamental representation of SU(3)Color and
the SU(3) gauge fields, i.e., the gluons, lie in the adjoint representation 8. All
other particles are color singlets and don’t experience strong interactions. The
QCD Lagrangian may be written as

LQCD = "
1

4
F̂ a

µ! F̂µ!
a + !̄i(i"

µD̂µ " m)!i , (1)

with
F̂ a

µ! = #µGa
! " #!Ga

µ + gsf
abcGbµGc! (2)

being the gluon field tensor and the covariant derivative is defined by D̂µ =
#µ$ " igsTaGa

µ. Here gs represents the strong coupling and the indices are
summed over color with a = 1 " 8 and i = 1, 2, 3. Ta and fabc are the SU(3)

!Lectures given at TASI97: Supersymmetry, Supergravity, and Supercolliders, Boulder,
CO, June 1997.

†Work supported by the Department of Energy, Contract DE-AC03-76SF00515

1

hep-ph/
9810316
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So let’s look back

Fig. 18
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So let’s look back

p. 5

• There is one Higgs doublet

• The fermion representations are left-handed weak isodoublets and right-
handed singlets

In addition to these assumptions the theory contains 21 a priori free parame-
ters:

• 3 coupling constants

• 12 fermion masses

• 4 fermion mixing parameters

• 1 Higgs mass

• 1 independent gauge boson mass

These parameters are inserted into the framework of the SM by hand. The
missing ingredients of the model are, of course, the Higgs boson which has yet
to be discovered, and the ! -neutrino for which there is only indirect evidence
at present. However, since experiment is now sensitive to loop-level e!ects, in-
direct constraints on the Higgs boson mass have been obtained. These bounds
will be discussed at length below. The successes of the SM as a theory can be
listed as:

• Renormalizability

• Unitarity

• Unification of the electromagnetic and weak forces

• Prediction of a specific relationship between W and Z boson masses

• The weak charged and neutral current structure agrees with experiment

• All aspects have impressive agreement with all experimental data

Despite these successes there remain a number of important questions which
the SM does not address. These include:

• The fermion masses and mixings and the nature of CP-violation

• Neutrino masses and oscillations

• The number of generations

5
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PDG 1996
http://pdg.lbl.gov/1996/www_2ltab.ps
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Review of Particle Physics: C. Caso et al. (Particle Data Group), European Physical Journal C3, 1 (1998)

!µ!µ!µ!µ J = 1
2

Mass m < 0.17 MeV, CL = 90%
Mean life/mass, !/m!µ

> 15.4 s/eV, CL = 90%

Magnetic moment µ < 7.4 ! 10!10 µB , CL = 90%

!!!!!!!! J = 1
2

Mass m < 18.2 MeV, CL = 95%
Magnetic moment µ < 5.4 ! 10!7 µB , CL = 90%
Electric dipole moment d < 5.2 ! 10!17 e cm, CL = 95%

Number of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino Types

(including "e, "µ, and "" )

Number N = 2.994 ± 0.012 (Standard Model fits to LEP data)
Number N = 3.07 ± 0.12 (Direct measurement of invisible Z

width)

Massive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos and
Lepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches for

For excited leptons, see Compositeness Limits below.

See the Particle Listings for a Note “Neutrino Mass” giving details of
neutrinos, masses, mixing, and the status of experimental searches.

While no direct, uncontested evidence for massive neutrinos or lepton
mixing has been obtained, suggestive evidence has come from solar neu-
trino observations, from anomalies in the relative fractions of "e and "µ
observed in energetic cosmic-ray air showers, and possibly from a "e ap-
pearance experiment at Los Alamos. Sample limits are:

Stable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass Limits

Mass m > 45.0 GeV, CL = 95% (Dirac)
Mass m > 39.5 GeV, CL = 95% (Majorana)

Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass Limits

Mass m > 69.0 GeV, CL = 95% (Dirac "L coupling to e, µ, !
with

!!U# j
!!2 > 10!12)

Mass m > 58.2 GeV, CL = 95% (Majorana "L coupling to e,
µ, ! with

!!U# j
!!2 > 10!12)

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 10 Created: 6/12/1998 14:32PDG 1998
http://pdg.lbl.gov/1998/sumtab/02lw.pdf

Review of Particle Physics: C. Caso et al. (Particle Data Group), European Physical Journal C3, 1 (1998)

Solar NeutrinosSolar NeutrinosSolar NeutrinosSolar Neutrinos

Detectors using gallium (E! 0.2 MeV), chlorine (E! 0.8 MeV),
and Ĉerenkov e!ect in water (E! 7 MeV) measure significantly
lower neutrino rates than are predicted from solar models. The deficit
in the solar neutrino flux compared with solar model calculations
could be explained by oscillations with "m2 ! 10!5 eV2 causing
the disappearance of !e .

Atmospheric NeutrinosAtmospheric NeutrinosAtmospheric NeutrinosAtmospheric Neutrinos

Underground detectors observing neutrinos produced by cosmic rays
in the atmosphere have measured a !µ/!e ratio much less than ex-
pected and also a deficiency of upward going !µ compared to down-
ward. This could be explained by oscillations leading to the disap-
pearance of !µ with "m2 " 10!3 to 10!2 eV2.

! oscillation: !e #$ !e (" = mixing angle)! oscillation: !e #$ !e (" = mixing angle)! oscillation: !e #$ !e (" = mixing angle)! oscillation: !e #$ !e (" = mixing angle)

"m2 < 9 % 10!4 eV2, CL = 90% (if sin22" = 1)
sin22" < 0.02, CL = 90% (if "(m2) is large)

! oscillation: !µ (!µ) $ !e (!e) (any combination)! oscillation: !µ (!µ) $ !e (!e) (any combination)! oscillation: !µ (!µ) $ !e (!e) (any combination)! oscillation: !µ (!µ) $ !e (!e) (any combination)

"m2 < 0.075 eV2, CL = 90% (if sin22" = 1)
sin22" < 1.8% 10!3, CL = 90% (if "(m2) is large)

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 11 Created: 6/12/1998 14:32
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Citation: D.E. Groom et al. (Particle Data Group), Eur. Phys. Jour. C15, 1 (2000) (URL: http://pdg.lbl.gov)

Number of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino Types

(including !e, !µ, and !! )

Number N = 2.994 ± 0.012 (Standard Model fits to LEP data)
Number N = 3.00 ± 0.06 (Direct measurement of invisible Z

width)

Massive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos and
Lepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches for

For excited leptons, see Compositeness Limits below.

See the Particle Listings for a Note “Neutrino Mass” giving details of
neutrinos, masses, mixing, and the status of experimental searches.

There is now rather convincing evidence that neutrinos have nonzero
mass from the apparent observation of neutrino oscillations, where the
neutrinos come from " (or K ) ! µ ! e decays in the atmosphere; the
mesons are produced in cosmic-ray cascades.

Stable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass Limits

Mass m > 45.0 GeV, CL = 95% (Dirac)
Mass m > 39.5 GeV, CL = 95% (Majorana)

Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass Limits

Mass m > 83.3 GeV, CL = 95%
(Dirac !L coupling to e, µ, # ; conservative case(# ))

Mass m > 73.5 GeV, CL = 95%
(Majorana !L coupling to e, µ, # ; conservative case(# ))

Solar NeutrinosSolar NeutrinosSolar NeutrinosSolar Neutrinos

Detectors using gallium (E"
>" 0.2 MeV), chlorine (E"

>" 0.8 MeV),
and Ĉerenkov e!ect in water (E"

>" 7 MeV) measure significantly
lower neutrino rates than are predicted from solar models. The deficit
in the solar neutrino flux compared with solar model calculations
could be explained by oscillations with "m2 # 10!5 eV2 causing
the disappearance of !e .

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 11 Created: 9/19/2000 13:11

PDG 2000
http://pdg.lbl.gov/2000/lxxx_index.pdf

By that point, I was hooked!
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Solar neutrinos, early 
2000

A number of solutions 
possible, with masses 
and mixing angles 
spanning orders of 
magnitude (more on 
this later)

A. de Gouvea, A.F., H. Murayama, PLB 490, 125 (2000)
A.F., PRL 85, 936 (2000) 
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And by 2005

KamLAND+SNO
+SuperK+Homestake
+GALLEX/SAGE

KamLAND constrains 
Δm2, while the angle 
𝜭12 is better 
constrained by the 
solar data 

KamLAND Collab., PRL 94, 081801 (2005)
SNO Collab., PRL 92, 181301 (2004) 
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http://www.sns.ias.edu/~jnb/Papers/Popular/DanDavid/amazing.pdf
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What do we call a 
particle?

A mass eigenstate

think, e.g., e vs µ vsτ

Before the discovery of oscillations, 
neutrinos were the only particles 
defined as flavor eigenstates (by 
their interactions with the W,)

W±

e
µ

τ

νe

νµ

ντ

ν1
ν2

ν3

ν1, ν2, ν3 

We now know what neutrino particles are

They have been given imaginative 
names Note large misalignment

between the two 
neutrino bases
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Let’s see what Symmetry 
magazine calls a particle
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André de Gouvêa Northwestern

NEUTRINOS

HAVE MASS
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[albeit very tiny ones...]

So What?

May 26, 2013 Synergisms

How do we measure 
neutrino masses?

Neutrino have a mass

Other particles have 
masses ...
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André de Gouvêa Northwestern
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[albeit very tiny ones...]

So What?

May 26, 2013 Synergisms

But neutrino 
masses are 

unusual
and neutrinos interact 
through a weak, non-

renormalizable, operator

We can’t slow them down to 
weigh at our leisure
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Need extraordinary 
measures

Endpoint spectra of a beta decay EXTREMELY accurately

beta-decay of tritium; Katrin

Majorana mass term is an operator that violates something

Neutrinoless double-beta decay; EXO, Majorana, GERDA

Slow neutrinos down by redshift; use gravity for detection

cosmology; CMB, LSS, lensing

Use interferometry

oscillation experiments

18Monday, July 15, 13



Some of these are 
covered in other lectures

Double-beta decay -- an hour-long talk by 
Michelle Dolinski tomorrow

Numerous cosmology talks later this week, 
which I hope will touch on neutrinos

Wonderful afternoon talks on T2K, Daya Bay, 
and IceCUBE last Thursday 

Overview of nu sources and detectors -- 2  
hours by Sam Zeller later today

19Monday, July 15, 13



Interferometry 101
Usual argument: start with the 
ultra-relativistic expansion

assume the two states have the 
same momentum, then

Or, assume they have the same 
energy

Or, assume the have the same 
velocity

In fact, it’s neither

ae�i�Eta

b b

E =
p

m2 + p2 ' p2 +m2/2p

�E ' �m2/2p

20Monday, July 15, 13



Interferometry 101
In fact, it’s neither

For example, for the 8B decay reaction in 
the Sun there are amplitudes to go into 
three final states with different particles

Q3: show that the standard expression for 
ΔE is valid

Q4: It may seem that we can just measure 
the energy of the neutrino accurately 
enough to decide which final state it went 
into.

 How’s this consistent with oscillations?

! 8Be+ e+ + ⌫3

! 8Be+ e+ + ⌫2

8B ! 8Be+ e+ + ⌫1

�E ' �m2/2p

Accurate energy 
measurement entails 
loss of position 
measurement

Hint: think 
uncertainty principle

21Monday, July 15, 13



What we presently know 
about neutrinos

Two mass splittings, 

Δm2atm ~2.3 x10-3 eV, 

Δm2sol ~7.1 x10-5 eV

Three mixing angles, 

θ23~ 45∘±8∘, 

θ12~ 34∘±1∘, 

θ13~ 8.7∘±0.3∘

θ13: from unknown to best 
measured in a blink of an eye

Known unknowns:
mass hierarchy
CP phase δ,

Dirac or Majorana

22Monday, July 15, 13



Atmospheric neutrinos

For atmospheric neutrinos 
with a few GeV energies

losc~E/Δm2atm~103km, 

good distance scale to 
probe on the scales of 
the earth

Super-Kamiokande!

νμ->ντoscillation 

favored

8
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FIG. 3: Zenith angle distributions of FC e-like, µ-like, PC,
and UPµ are shown for data (filled circles with statistical
error bars), MC distributions without oscillation (boxes) and
best-fit distributions (dashed). The non-oscillated MC shows
the distribution without fitting and the box height shows the
statistical error. In the case of non-zero !13, matter enhanced
excess of electron-like events is expected in the zenith angle of
!1 < cos ! < !0.2 regions in the multi-GeV 1-ring and multi-
ring electron-like samples. The "µ in the resonance regions
populate mainly in the multi-GeV single-ring muon, multi-
ring muon, two PC, and UP stopping µ samples.
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Reactor neutrinos, 
KamLAND

For reactor 
antineutrinos with a 
few MeV energies

losc~E/Δm2sol~102km, 

good distance scale to 
probe on the scales of 
Japan

The most precise 
measurement of Δm2sol

4

TABLE I: Estimated systematic uncertainties for the neutrino oscil-
lation parameters !m2

21, !12, and !13 for the earlier/later periods of
measurement, denoted in the text as DS-1/DS-2. The overall uncer-
tainties are 4.1% / 4.5% for DS-1/DS-2.

Detector-related (%) Reactor-related (%)
!m2

21 Energy scale 1.8 / 1.8 "e-spectra [33] 0.6 / 0.6

Rate Fiducial volume 1.8 / 2.5 "e-spectra 2.4 / 2.4
Energy scale 1.1 / 1.3 Reactor power 2.1 / 2.1
Lcut(Ep) eff. 0.7 / 0.8 Fuel composition 1.0 / 1.0
Cross section 0.2 / 0.2 Long-lived nuclei 0.3 / 0.4
Total 2.3 / 3.0 Total 3.3 / 3.4

probability density functions (PDFs) for !e DC pairs and ac-
cidental DC pairs, respectively; both PDFs are functions of
the 6 DC-pair parameters: Ep, Ed, !R, !T , Rp, Rd. The
PDF for accidental DC pairs can be evaluated directly from
the data with an off-time cut; we use 10 ms < !T < 20 s. To
utilize the variation in the accidental DC rate with time, the
full data set is divided into five periods and the corresponding
facc is computed for each. The PDF for !e DC pairs is cal-
culated with a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. The systematic
error in the simulated PDF is evaluated by comparing simu-
lated calibration data to real calibration data for the 68Ge and
241Am9Be sources.

For each 0.1 MeV interval in prompt energy, we choose
Lcut(Ep) to maximize S!

S+Bacc

, where S and Bacc are the
expected number of !e and accidental DC pairs, respectively,
with L(Ep) > Lcut(Ep). To exploit the time variation of
both the signal and background, the optimal Lcut(Ep) is de-
termined for each of the five time periods. Finally, only DC
pairs with L(Ep) > Lcut(Ep) are selected. The efficiency
and uncertainty of the cut are evaluated for each period us-
ing the MC; the Ep-dependent efficiency, averaged over the
five time periods, is shown in the top panel of Fig. 1. A no-
oscillation input spectrum is used to generate f!e

. The effect
of using an oscillated !e spectrum was checked with various
trial values of ("12,!m2

21) and found not to greatly affect the
selection. The number of accidental DC pairs remaining af-
ter all cuts is determined to be 102.5 ± 0.1. The dominant
contributors to these accidental DC pairs are 2.6 MeV #-rays

TABLE II: Estimated backgrounds excluding geo-"e after first- and
second-level cuts.
Background Contribution
1 Accidental 102.5 ± 0.1
2 9Li/8He 24.8 ± 1.6

3
!

13C(#, n)16Og.s., np ! np 171.7 ± 18.2
13C(#, n)16Og.s., 12C(n, n !)12C" (4.4 MeV $) 7.3 ± 0.8

4
!

13C(#, n)16O, 1st e.s. (6.05 MeV e+e#) 15.9 ± 3.3
13C(#, n)16O, 2nd e.s. (6.13 MeV $) 3.7 ± 0.7

5 Fast neutron and atmospheric neutrino < 12.3
Total 325.9 ± 26.1
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FIG. 1: Prompt energy spectrum of "e candidate events above 0.9
MeV energy threshold (vertical dashed line). The data together with
the background and reactor "e contributions fitted from an unbinned
maximum-likelihood three-flavor oscillation analysis are shown in
the main panel. The number of geo-"e’s is unconstrained in the fit.
The shaded background histograms are cumulative. The top panel
shows the energy-dependent selection efficiency; each point is the
weighted average over the five time periods described in the text.

from external 208Tl $-decays.
In addition to accidental background events, there are

other processes which produce background DC pairs. The
13C(%, n)16O nuclear reaction in the LS is the largest such
background. The dominant % source is 210Po, a long-lived
daughter nucleus of 222Rn. This reaction produces neutrons
with energies up to 7.3 MeV, and mostly contributes DC
pairs with prompt energies below 2.6 MeV. By counting the
quenched scintillation signals from the 5.3 MeV % particles,
we find (5.95± 0.29)! 109 %-decays in full data set. The
rate of the 13C(%, n)16O background and its prompt energy
spectrum is estimated by simulation. The total cross sec-
tion and final-state partial cross sections for 16O, &i (where
i = 0 , 1 , 2 for the ground, first and second excited states
of 16O), are based on [38, 39], but the relative normaliza-
tions of the &i were tuned by an in-situ calibration using a
210Po13C source [40]. The data require &0 and &1 be scaled
by 1.05 and 0.6, respectively, while no scaling is required for
&2. Including the uncertainty on the number of %-decays, we
assign an uncertainty of 11% for the ground state and 20%
for the excited states. We estimate that the total number of
13C(%, n)16O DC pairs remaining in the full data set after
the first- and second-level cuts is 198.6 ± 23.0. DS-2, which
benefited from reduced 210Po contamination due to LS purifi-
cation, contributes only 7% of the 13C(%, n)16O events after
all selection cuts.
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KamLAND vs solar
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FIG. 2: Allowed regions projected in the (tan2 !12, !m2
21) plane, for solar and KamLAND data from (a) the two-flavor oscillation analysis

(!13 = 0) and (b) the three-flavor oscillation analysis, where !13 is a free parameter. The shaded regions are from the combined analysis of
the solar and KamLAND data. The side panels show the !"2 profiles projected onto the tan2 !12 and !m2

21 axes.

Delayed-neutron beta emitters 9Li and 8He, which are pro-
duced in the LS by cosmic-ray muons, also generate DC
pairs [27]. They are removed by a 2-s veto of the entire fidu-
cial volume after LS showering muons, which generate more
than 106 photoelectrons in the LS, and poorly reconstructed
LS muons. In the case of nonshowering, well-reconstructed
LS muons, the 2-s veto is applied only within a 3-m-radius
cylinder around the muon track in order to minimize the ex-
posure loss from the veto. From a fit to the time delay between
prompt DC events and their preceding LS muons, we estimate
the background remaining after the veto and DC selection cuts
is 24.8± 1.6 events.

Fast neutrons and atmospheric neutrinos are also a possible
source of DC pairs. Fast neutrons generated in the material
outside the OD may scatter into the ID, and subsequent co-
incidence signals in the LS from prompt neutron scatter and
delayed capture sometimes pass the !e DC signal selection
criteria. Monte Carlo studies of neutron generation outside
the ID [27] indicate that fast neutrons are generated primarily
by cosmic-ray muons. A 2-ms veto after OD-tagged muons
mostly eliminates fast neutron DC pairs. The residual back-
ground due to the OD tagging inefficiency and muons that
pass nearby but do not enter the OD is estimated from simu-
lation. Atmospheric neutrino backgrounds are evaluated us-
ing the NUANCE software [41] to simulate neutrino interac-
tions and related processes. Both atmospheric neutrino and
fast neutron DC pairs are assumed to have a flat prompt en-
ergy spectrum in the energy range of the present analysis, and
are estimated to contribute less than 12.3 candidates in total
after all selection cuts.

Geo-!e fluxes at Kamioka can be calculated based on a ref-
erence Earth model [42] which assumes a radiogenic heat pro-
duction rate of 16 TW from the decay chains of U and Th.

Including neutrino oscillation effects, this model predicts 85
and 21 events in the full data set from U and Th decays, re-
spectively. However, since the estimate of the geo-!e yield is
highly dependent on the Earth model, the event rates from the
U and Th decay chains are not constrained in the oscillation
analysis; only the prompt energy spectrum shapes, which are
independent of the Earth model, are used to constrain their
contribution. A possible background contribution from a hy-
pothetical reactor-!e source at the Earth’s center, motivated
by [43] and investigated in [36], is neglected in this analysis.

After all selection cuts, we expect, in the absence of !e
disappearance, 2879±118 events from reactor !e, and 325.9±
26.1 events from the backgrounds, as summarized in Table II.
The observed number is 2106 events.

V. OSCILLATION ANALYSIS

The KamLAND data is analyzed based on an unbinned
maximum-likelihood method. The "2 is defined by

"2 = "2
rate(#12, #13,!m2

21, NBG1!5, N
geo
U,Th,$1!4)

!2 lnLshape(#12, #13,!m2
21, NBG1!5, N

geo
U,Th,$1!4)

+"2
BG(NBG1!5) + "2

syst($1!4) . (7)

The terms are, in order: the "2 contribution for (i) the to-
tal rate, (ii) the prompt energy spectrum shape, (iii) a penalty
term for backgrounds, and (iv) a penalty term for systematic
uncertainties. NBG1!5 are the expected background levels
discussed in Sec. IV, and Ngeo

U,Th are the contributions ex-
pected from U and Th geo-!e’s. NBG1!5 are allowed to
vary in the fit but are constrained with the penalty term (iii)

arXiv:
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Reactor neutrinos, Daya 
Bay

For reactor 
antineutrinos with a 
few MeV energies

losc~E/Δm2atm~1 km, 

good distance scale to 
probe next to a 
power station
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1 Introduction

Observations of neutrinos and antineutrinos pro-
duced in the sun, the atmosphere, reactors, and
from particle beams provide overwhelming evidence
that the flavors of neutrinos change (oscillate) [1–5].
The preponderance of data support a three-neutrino
framework where three flavor states (!e,!µ,!! ) are
superpositions of three mass states (!1,!2,!3). This
mixing can be quantified using a unitary 3! 3 mix-
ing matrix described in terms of three mixing angles
("12,"23,"13) and a CP violating phase (#) [6, 7]. Neu-
trino oscillations are also dependent on the di!erences
in the squares of the neutrino masses.

The Daya Bay collaboration recently measured a
non-zero value for sin2 2"13 = 0.092± 0.016(stat.)±
0.005(syst.) [8], an observation consistent with previ-
ous and subsequent experimental results [4, 9–11]. In
absolute terms, the value of "13 is now known with
better precision than either of the other two mixing
angles. Constraining the value of "13 increases the
constraints on the other mixing parameters (mixing
angles and mass squared di!erences) through a global
fit of all available oscillation data [12, 13].

For reactor-based experiments, in a three-neutrino
framework, an unambiguous determination of "13 can
be extracted via the survival probability of the elec-
tron antineutrino !e at short distances (O(km)) from
the reactors

Psur " 1#sin2 2"13 sin
2(1.267"m2

31L/E) , (1)

where "m2
31 can be approximated by "m2

atm =
(2.32+0.12

!0.08)!10!3eV2 [14], E is the !e energy in MeV
and L is the distance in meters between the !e source
and the detector (baseline). The near-far arrange-
ment of antineutrino detectors (ADs), as illustrated in
Fig. 1, allows for a relative measurement by compar-
ing the observed !e rates at various distances. With
functionally identical ADs, the relative rate is inde-
pendent of correlated uncertainties, and uncorrelated
reactor uncertainties are minimized.

The results reported here were derived using the
same analysis techniques and event selection as our
previous results [8], but were based on data collected
between December 24, 2011 and May 11, 2012, a 2.5
fold increase in statistics. A blind analysis strategy
was adopted for our previous results, with the base-
lines, the thermal power histories of the cores, and
the target masses of the ADs hidden until the analy-
ses were finalized. Since the baselines and the target
masses have been unveiled for the six ADs, we kept
the thermal power histories hidden in this analysis

until the analyses were finalized.

Fig. 1. Layout of the Daya Bay experiment.

The dots represent reactor cores, labeled as

D1, D2, L1, L2, L3 and L4. Six antineutrino

detectors (ADs) were installed in three exper-

imental halls (EHs).

2 The Experiment

2.1 Site

The Daya Bay nuclear power complex is located
on the southern coast of China, 55 km to the north-
east of Hong Kong and 45 km to the east of Shen-
zhen. A detailed description of the Daya Bay exper-
iment can be found in [15, 16]. As shown in Fig. 1,
the nuclear complex consists of six reactors grouped
into three pairs with each pair referred to as a nu-
clear power plant (NPP). All six cores are function-
ally identical pressurized water reactors, each with a
maximum of 2.9 GW thermal power [17]. The last
core started commercial operation on Aug. 7, 2011.
The distance between the cores for each pair is 88 m.
The Daya Bay cores are separated from the Ling Ao
cores by about 1100 m, while the Ling Ao-II cores are
around 500 m away from the Ling Ao cores.

Table 1. Vertical overburden, muon rate Rµ,

and average muon energy <Eµ > of the three

EHs.

Overburden (m.w.e) Rµ (Hz/m2) <Eµ > (GeV)

EH1 250 1.27 57

EH2 265 0.95 58

EH3 860 0.056 137

Three underground experimental halls (EHs) are
connected with horizontal tunnels. For this analy-
sis, two antineutrino detectors (ADs) were located
in EH1, one in EH2, and three near the oscillation
maximum in EH3 (the far hall). The overburden in
equivalent meters of water (m.w.e.), simulated muon
rate and average muon energy are listed in Table 1.
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Reactor neutrinos, Daya 
Bay

At the far detector, 
R=0.944±0.007(stat)
±0.003(syst)

See last week’s talk by  
Kazuhiro Terao

Also by Silvestro Di 
Luise on the T2K 
theta13 results

appearance!
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where Md are the measured IBD events of the d-th
AD with its backgrounds subtracted, Bd is the corre-
sponding background, Td is the prediction from an-
tineutrino flux, including MC corrections and neu-
trino oscillations, !d

r is the fraction of IBD contribu-
tion of the r-th reactor to the d-th AD determined
by the baselines and antineutrino fluxes. The un-
correlated reactor uncertainty is "r (0.8%), as shown
in Table 6. The parameter "d (0.2%) is the uncor-
related detection uncertainty, listed in Table 4. The
parameter "B is the quadratic sum of the background
uncertainties listed in Table 5. The corresponding
pull parameters are (#r,$d,%d). The detector- and
reactor-related correlated uncertainties were not in-
cluded in the analysis. The absolute normalization $
was determined from the fit to the data.

The survival probability used in the &2 was

Psur = 1!sin2 2'13 sin
2(1.267!m2

31L/E)

! cos4 '13 sin
2 2'12 sin

2(1.267!m2
21L/E) ,

where !m2
31 = 2.32"10!3eV2,sin2 2'12 = 0.861+0.026

!0.022,
and !m2

21 =7.59+0.20
!0.21"10!5eV2 [53]. The uncertainty

in !m2
31 [14] had negligible e"ect and thus was not

included in the fit.
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Fig. 23. Ratio of measured versus expected

signals in each detector, assuming no oscilla-

tion. The error bar is the uncorrelated un-

certainty of each AD, including statistical,

detector-related, and background-related un-

certainties. The expected signal has been

corrected with the best-fit normalization pa-

rameter. Reactor and survey data were used

to compute the flux-weighted average base-

lines. The oscillation survival probability at

the best-fit value is given by the smooth curve.

The AD4 and AD6 data points were displaced

by -30 and +30 m for visual clarity. The !2

value versus sin2 2"13 is shown in the inset.

The best-fit value is

sin2 2'13 =0.089±0.010(stat.)±0.005(syst.)

with a &2/NDF of 3.4/4. All best estimates of pull pa-
rameters are within its one standard deviation based
on the corresponding systematic uncertainties. The
no-oscillation hypothesis is excluded at 7.7 standard
deviations. Fig. 23 shows the number of IBD can-
didates in each detector after correction for relative
e#ciency and background, relative to those expected
assuming no oscillation. A #1.5% oscillation e"ect
appears in the near halls, largely due to oscillation of
the antineutrinos from the reactor cores in the far-
ther cluster. The oscillation survival probability at
the best-fit values is given by the smooth curve. The
&2 value versus sin22'13 is shown in the inset.

The observed (e spectrum in the far hall was com-
pared to a prediction based on the near hall measure-
ments #Ma +)Mb in Fig. 24. The distortion of the
spectra is consistent with that expected due to oscilla-
tions at the best-fit '13 obtained from the rate-based
analysis.
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Fig. 24. Top: Measured prompt energy spec-

trum of the far hall (sum of three ADs) com-

pared with the no-oscillation prediction based

on the measurements of the two near halls.

Spectra were background subtracted. Uncer-

tainties are statistical only. Bottom: The ra-

tio of measured and predicted no-oscillation

spectra. The solid curve is the expected ra-

tio with oscillations, calculated as a function

of neutrino energy assuming sin2 2"13 = 0.089

obtained from the rate-based analysis. The

dashed line is the no-oscillation prediction.
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KamLAND, solar, Daya Bay
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FIG. 3: Allowed regions from the solar and KamLAND data pro-
jected in the (tan2 !12, sin2 !13) plane for the three-flavor analysis.

using the estimates summarized in Table II. Ngeo
U,Th are free

parameters and are unconstrained to avoid any Earth model
dependence. The !1!4 parametrize the uncertainties on the
reactor "e spectra and energy scale, the event rate, and the
energy dependent efficiencies; these parameters are allowed
to vary in the analysis but are constrained by term (iv). The
background energy scale uncertainties are estimated to con-
tribute at most an additional 0.5% to the error on the event
rate and are neglected in this analysis. The prompt energy
spectrum shape likelihood term (ii) is evaluated as a func-
tion of the candidate event time. The detailed knowledge
of the time evolution of the total reactor "e spectrum and
effective baseline, afforded by the reactor fuel composition
and power data provided by the Japanese reactor operators,
is thus fully utilized in the analysis. Variations in the to-
tal observed spectrum shape with time due to changes in
the background levels—especially the 13C(!, n)16O reduc-
tion from the LS purification—are also exploited by this term.
The spectrum shape likelihood term allows an Earth-model-
independent constraint of the geo-"e contribution since the U
and Th decay spectra are known independently of the Earth
model. A #2 scan of the ($12, $13,!m2

21) oscillation pa-
rameter space is carried out, minimizing #2 with respect to
NBG1!5, Ngeo

U,Th, and !1!4.
In our analysis of the solar neutrino data, we include

the rates in the chlorine [6] and gallium [9] experiments,
Borexino [13], SNO III [12], the zenith spectra in Super-
Kamiokande phase I [10], and the day-night spectra in SNO
phase I and II [11]. The measured fluxes are compared
with the high-metallicity standard solar model predictions
(GS98) [44].

For the three-flavor KamLAND-only analysis, without
any constraints on $13 from other oscillation experiments,
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FIG. 4: !"2-profiles projected onto the sin2 !13 axis for different
combinations of the oscillation data floating the undisplayed param-
eters (tan2 !12, !m2

21).

the best-fit oscillation parameter values are !m2
21 =

7.49+0.20
"0.20 ! 10"5 eV2, tan2 $12 = 0.436+0.102

"0.081 and
sin2 $13 = 0.032+0.037

"0.037 (< 0.094 at the 90% C.L.). The two-
flavor oscillation treatment using Eq. (7), as presented pre-
viously in [3], is a special case of the three-flavor treat-
ment with $13 = 0. For this case the best-fit oscillation
parameters from the KamLAND-only analysis are !m2

21 =
7.50+0.20

"0.20 ! 10"5 eV2 and tan2 $12 = 0.492+0.086
"0.067. In the

KamLAND data, $13 is expected to contribute only an energy-
independent event rate suppression and we find almost no ef-
fect on the !m2

21 measurement when $13 is included as a
free parameter. Figure 1 shows the prompt energy spectrum
of candidate events in KamLAND together with the best-fit
background and reactor "e spectra for the three-flavor fit to
the KamLAND data. The fit estimates 82 and 26 events from
U and Th geo-"e’s, respectively, in agreement with the refer-
ence model.

Figure 2 compares the allowed regions in the
(tan2 $12,!m2

21) plane from the two- and three-flavor
oscillation analyses. We find [Fig. 2(a)] that the al-
lowed region from the solar data is in agreement with the
KamLAND data, and the small tension between the two-
flavor best-fit values of $12, discussed previously in [23, 45],
has eased. Assuming CPT invariance, the two-neutrino
oscillation parameter values from a combined analysis of
the solar and KamLAND data are tan2 $12 = 0.444+0.036

"0.030

and !m2
21 = 7.50+0.19

"0.20 ! 10"5 eV2. For the three-flavor
analysis combining the solar and KamLAND data, the
best-fit parameter values are tan2 $12 = 0.452+0.035

"0.033 and
sin2 $13 = 0.020+0.016

"0.016; the best-fit value for !m2
21 is the

same as for the two-flavor result. The best-fit values for
the different data combinations and analysis approaches are

Global fits
may be in our 

future
as in T2K+NOvA

+LBNE+SK
+IceCuBE+...
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The story of solar 
neutrinos

Very instructive tale of Pride and Prejudice

Naturalness and Fine-Tuning

Mr. Lund of last week would’ve been 
impressed!

Maybe there’s a lesson there for the rest of 
us also...
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Neutrino oscillations
The first neutrino oscillation effect was 
observed in 1968, by the Homestake 
experiment in the US

100,000 gallons of dry-cleaning fluid 
(tetrachloroethylene) 4,850 feet 
underground. Every few weeks, 
extracted Ar, formed by 

Expected ~ 51 atoms of Ar, but saw 
only ~ 17

⌫e +
37 Cl ! e� +37 Ar
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http://www.bnl.gov/bnlweb/
raydavis/BB_sept1967.pdf

No mention of 
oscillations
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Matter matters
Wolfenstein 1978: matter effect, by analogy with the Kaon 
regeneration in matter

Coherent forward scattering (index of refraction) is different 
for νe and νµ, ντ (birefringence)

Correct equations (up to the sign and √2)

But, a large part of the paper is on new physics FCNC (flavor 
conversion without masses)

And, the evolution equations in the falling solar density profile 
are not actually solved

Similar scenario later plays out for collective oscillations in 
supernovae
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Comes tantalizingly 
close!
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Matter effects on three-neutrino oscillations

V. Barger and K. Whisnant
Physics Department, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

8, Pakvasa
Physics Department, University ofHawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

R. J. N. Phillips
Rutherford Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, England

(Received 4 August 1980)

We evaluate the influence of coherent forward scattering in matter upon neutrino oscillations in the three-neutrino
picture. We write down the exact solution and also approximate first-order solutions that exhibit general features
more transparently. Oscillation characteristics in matter that could be observed in deep-mine experiments are
discussed and illustrated using an oscillation solution suggested by solar and reactor data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in neutrino oscillations' has been
heightened recently by indications from beam-
dump experiments, ' from reanalysis' of old re-
actor data, and from a new reactor experiment
with reduced sensitivity to spectrum uncertain-
ties. If such oscillations can be clearly re-
solved, they will not only show that neutrinos are
massive but also provide information about their
mass differences and mixing matrix.
Deep-mine experiments that measure high-

energy events from atmospheric neutrinos offer
unique opportunities to probe oscillations in the
range L/E-1-10' m/MeV (where L is the path
length and E the energy) that is sensitive to mass-
squared differences 5m & 10 5 eV . Wolfenstein
has pointed out, however, that the standard vac-
uum oscillations can be significantly modified by
coherent forward scattering from electrons in
matter (that selectively affect v, and v, compon-
ents) when the path integral of electron number
density N, is of order fN, dL 10'N„cm '-where
N„=6x10' . Thus with electron densities in
typical terrestrial matter of order N, - 2N& cm ',
matter effects can occur over the distance of the
earth's radius, i.e. , in deep-mine events pro-
duced by upward neutrinos.
Wolfenstein has given a complete analytic solu-

tion for matter corrections to oscillations of two
neutrinos. We examine the properties of this
solution in detail in Sec. II. We then derive a
general solution for matter oscillations with any
number of neutrinos, but its implications are not
immediately transparent. We therefore also
write down first-order approximate solutions that
exhibit general properties rather simply. For
the case of three neutrinos, we give an exact
solution in closed form. In Sec. III we illustrate

the properties of the three-neutrino oscillations
in matter based on a vacuum-oscillation solu-
tion suggested by solar and reactor data.

II. OSCILLATIONS IN MATTER

A. General equations

Consider a set of neutrino charged-current
eigenstates v, (o. = e, p, r, . . . ) and mass eigen-
states v; (i = 1, 2, 2, . . .) at time t =0, disting-
uished by their suffixes and related by a unitary
transformation,

~
v~) = Q U~;

~
v;) .

Then, for a relativistic neutrino beam energy E,
we recall the standard amplitude A and probabil-
ity I' for v —vs transitions after a time t in
vacno,

A(v, —vz) =g U, exp(--', &~; &/E) U;z,
I'(v -v,) = iA(v —v, ) i',

(2)

~
q(t)) =Qq, (t) iv,.) .

For an initial state v at time t =0, $,.(0) = U, ,
and the v - v~ transition amplitude is

A(v -v~)=-QU', ,g, (t) . .

The time evolution is controlled by the equation

where m,. are the mass eigenvalues and the inter-
ference terms in A~ are oscillatory. We us-
ually write L/E in place of t/E in Eq. (2), where
L is the length of the flight path (units 0=c = 1).
To treat neutrino evolution in matter, we con-

sider an arbitrary state vector in neutrino-flavor
space,
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E (MeV) &10'
I
&~' (eV')

I

(v) For given 5m the vacuum-oscillation length
l~ depends on E, whereas l„doesnot; hence,
there is always some energy range where matter
effects are important.
(vi) There is always some energy where lv/1„
= cos2n and hence n' = 45 for either v or v de-
pending on the sign of 5m . Hence, there is al-
ways some energy where v or v matter mixing is
maximal. At this energy, the diagonal transition
probability vanishes at a distance

(18)

I =—cot2n .~N

2

a = 22.5'

(iii) At intermediate values
I lv I

-
I l„Ithe mat-

ter corrections are very significant and differ
between neutrinos and antineutrinos. More-
over, matter effects resolve the vacuum-oscil-
lation ambiguity in the sign of 5m .
(iv) For matter corrections to be observable,

the distance traversed in matter must also be an
appreciable fraction of l„.Hence matter correc-
tions are very small in all terrestrial contexts,
except when neutrinos traverse a substantial
fraction of the earth's diameter and have ener-
gies

With n =22.5' and N, =2N„cm, this distance is
I = 5 x10' m, which would correspond to deep-
mine events about 10' below the horizontal direc-
tion.
Some of these results are illustrated in Fig. 1,

showing the ratio 5M /&I (describing the cor-
rection to the oscillation wavelength) and sin'2n'
(describing the oscillation amplitude) versus
E/)5m

I
. This illustration is based on n =22.5'

and N, =2K„.As expected, there is little rnatter
correction for E (MeV) &10'I5m' (eV')I. The
mixing becomes maximal in one channel (v or v)
at one energy. At sufficiently large energy
where 3~» l'„the mixing is damped out. %hen
5m' changes sign, v and v exchange roles. The
transition probabilities are given simply by

P(v. - v, ) =P(v, —v,) =1-P(v,—v,)
= 1 —P( v —v ) = sin'(2o.")sin'( —,'5M'l. /E) .

(20)

Figure 2 compares vacuum- and matter-oscilla-
tion results for P(e —e) in the two-neutrino case
at a, fixed distance I = 5 x10 m.
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FIG. 1. Matter-to-vacuum eigenmass-squared differ-

ence ratio and matter amplitude sin 20." for oscillations
of two neutrinos with vacuum amplitude sin 2G = 0.5 (G
=22.5 ).
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MSW, 1985-86
Mikheev and Smirnov solved 
the evolution equation in the 
solar density profile

Find large conversion possible 
for small vacuum mixing

The paper is originally rejected

 They attempt repackaging in 
the supernova neutrino context, 
bury the word “resonance”

see arxiv:0706.0454

5

The authors are indebted to L. Wolfenstein, G. T.
Zatsepin, A. Yu. Ignat’ev, D. K. Nadezhin, V. A.
Rubakov, V. G. Ryasni, and M. E. Shaposhnikov for
useful discussions.
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Translated by S. Chomet

Comments (June 2007)

1. This paper presents, in particular, our first ana-
lytic results on the adiabatic conversion of neutrinos
in matter. It has been written in summer-fall 1985. In
attempt to avoid problems with publication (we had
before), we tried to hide the term “resonance”, and
did not discussed applications to the solar neutrinos;
also we have not included references to our previous
papers on the resonance enhancement of neutrino os-
cillations.

This short paper has been submitted to JETP
Letters in the fall 1985 and successfully ... rejected.
It was resubmitted to JETP in December of 1985.
The results of the paper have been reported at the
6th Moriond workshop in January 1986 and included
in several later reviews. The paper was reprinted in
“Solar Neutrinos: The first Thirty Years”, Ed. J. N.
Bahcall, et al., Addison-Wesley 1995.

2. The di!erential equation of third order for the
survival probability P , Eq. (1), has been derived
from a system of three di!erential equations for P ,
R ! Re"!e|!µ#, and I ! Im"!e|!µ#. The system of
equations has been obtained in our first paper: Sov.
J. Nucl. Phys. 42, 913 (1985), (Yad. Fiz. 42, 1441
(1985)).

3. Analytic results of sec. 3, have been derived
neglecting the high order derivatives d3P/dt3 and
d2P/dt2 in Eq. (1) which is implied by the adiabatic
condition. The resulting equation,

M(M2 + 4M̄2)
dP

dt
$ 2M̄2

dM

dt
(2P $ 1) = 0,

can be easily integrated:

P =
1

2
+

!

P0 $
1

2

"

#

n2
0

+ 1

n0

n%
n2 + 1

.

With the initial condition

P (0) = 1 $
1

2
sin2 2"0

m = 1 $
1

2(n2
0
+ 1)

it leads to the adiabatic conversion formula (16).
Noticing that

n%
n2 + 1

= cos 2"m,
n0

#

n2
0

+ 1
= cos 2"0

m

one realizes immediately that Eqs. (16) and (18) coin-
cide with the adiabatic formulas that usually appear
in literature.

Sov. Phys. JETP 64 (1) July 1986
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MSW then is accepted by 
the neutrino practitioners

Large conversion for 
small mixing angles

And people know 
that mixing angles 
are naturally small

Generic result, since 
the solar density profile 
spans orders of 
magnitude

Convective
zone

lo
g(

n 
 /N

  )
e

A

log(n  /N  )e A vs.   R/R

R/R

0

4

3

2

1

−1
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−4

zone
Radiative

Neutrino
production
region

ppBe
B8
7

BP2000

0.10 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Figure 1: Electron density in the Sun according to the BP2000 [8] solar model. The dashed
line shows the best-fit exponential ne/NA = 245 exp(!10.54R/R!).

solar neutrino flux. One way to get this suppression was to have a large mixing angle and
oscillations in vacuum. The resonance idea provided another way. It showed that a large flavor
conversion could occur even if in vacuum |Heµ| " |Hµµ ! Hee|.

In a nutshell, the idea is to have the matter term cancel the di!erence of the diagonal
elements at some depth in the Sun. If, at some depth x̃, |A(x̃) ! " cos 2!| < " sin 2!, the
conversion will take place according to id"µ/dt # " sin 2!"e. Notice that the condition

A(x0) = " cos 2! (9)

a priori does not require any large fine-tuning of the neutrino parameters, since the electron
density in the Sun smoothly varies over several orders of magnitude (see Figure 1).

To get enough conversion, the distance #x over which the cancellation persists must be long
enough so that a significant fraction of the oscillation cycle can be completed,

" sin 2!(#x) >$ 1. (10)

If one assumes that the profile around the resonance x = x0 is approximately linear A(x) #

4
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Meanwhile, the community 
at large remains skeptical

Georgi & Luke, Nucl Phys B347, 1-11 (1990)

Other quotes in Bahcall, physics/0406040 
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In hindsight

The θ12 mixing angle eventually turns out to 

be large

The hierarchy of small mixings is not 
present in the lepton sector

The mass-squared splitting turns out to be 
fine-tuned to the matter density in the 
center of the Sun
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Solar neutrinos: MSW

Electron neutrino 
survival probability is 
energy-dependent

Nontrivial, requires a 
coincidence of something

The matter density in 
the Sun, the solar mass 
splitting and the 
neutrino energy ~ 1 MeV 
conspire p

2G
F

n� ⇠ �m2
sol

/2E
⌫
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Neutrino flavor 
oscillations in stars 101

Solar neutrinos: simple quantum mechanics problem

Vacuum
Matter

Hee =
p
2GFNeH

osc

= H
vac

+H
matter

i@t| ii = H
osc

| ii

�m2
atm/2E⌫

�m2
�/2E⌫

Hamiltonian eigenvalues (for normal hierarchy)

Not to
scale!
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2-state oscillations

The evolution is adiabatic (no level jumping), since losc << density 
scale height (|d lnρ/dr|-1)

Q5: convince yourself of that

Hint: for most of the Sun, the density scale height is Rsun/10, 
while losc is comparable to the width of Japan (why? KamLAND)

P2(⇥e � ⇥e) = sin2 � sin2 �� + cos2 � cos2 ��

cos2 ��

sin2 ��

cos2 �vac

sin2 �vac

VacuumCore
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2-state oscillations

Also, the coherence between the states is lost

Q6: convince yourself of that

Hint: How does the oscillation length compare to the size 
of the production region?

P2(⇥e � ⇥e) = sin2 � sin2 �� + cos2 � cos2 ��

cos2 ��

sin2 ��

cos2 �vac

sin2 �vac

VacuumCore
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3-state oscillations
The third state provides a ~ 4.5% correction

Notice that the projection of the electron 
neutrino on the third state is        , unaffected 
by matter

P3(⌫i ! ⌫i) = sin ✓413 + cos ✓413P2(⌫i ! ⌫i)

' 0.955P2(⌫i ! ⌫i)

Vacuum
Matter �m2

atm/2E⌫

�m2
�/2E⌫

Not to
scale!

sin ✓213 sin ✓213

sin ✓213
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Now, back to the data

The low-energy 
neutrinos (< 1 MeV) are 
in the vacuum 
oscillation regime 
(matter doesn’t matter)

while the high energy 
8B neutrinos are in the 
matter dominated 
regime (produced as ν2)

P3(⌫e ! ⌫e) ! cos

4 ✓13(sin
4 ✓12 + cos

4 ✓12)

P3(⌫e ! ⌫e) ! cos

4 ✓13 sin
2 ✓12

vacuum
matter
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Comment
All solutions possible in 
2000 had to be tuned in 
some way

VAC: osc length to 1 A.U.

LOW: resonance in the 
Earth

SMA: on the boundary of 
adiabatic and non-
adiabatic + tuned to the 
central solar density
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How about the intermediate 
solar energies?

Here, matter and vacuum 
terms at the production 
point are comparable

We can check that the 
matter potential is 
indeed what SM says it 
should be

Constrain the original 
Wolfenstein’s idea about 
nonstandard interactions

vacuum
matter

Transition
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Generalizing Fermi

LNSI = �2
⇥
2GF ⇥fP�⇥ (⇤��

⇤⇤⇥)(f�⇤Pf)

• Lots of NSI papers since then

• Hundreds in the last ten years alone
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Is this a sane thing to 
study?

Ok, we have discovered neutrino masses, but we 
understand them, right?

We think they are probably Majorana and come from 
the See-saw Mechanism, which looks very pretty

Neutrino physics is in a position where the GUT 
physics would be if we discovered proton decay: 

something fundamental, a message from a very 
high scale, but what can we do about it?

✓
0 mD

mD MR

◆
MR m2

D/MRhas eigenvalues andfor large     ,MR
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Dimension-5 operator 
argument

The SM is not the ultimate theory, but an effective low-energy 
theory, embedded into something more complete at high scale Λ

L = LSM+L5/Λ+L6/Λ2+...

It can be shown that the lowest dimension non-renorm. operator 
gives the (Majorana) neutrino mass (Weinberg, 1970s)

(LH)(LH)/Λ-> νν<v>2 /Λ

beyond dim 5, lots more stuff

We were supposed to discover neutrino mass first and we did!

success?

L̄�µ⌫Wµ⌫HeR, L̄H�µ⌫Wµ⌫LH, (LL)qRqR, ...
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Let’s dwell on this a bit

Implicit in this logic is the belief that the nearest scale 
of new physics Λ is extremely high 

Upon accepting such belief, one may want to stop doing 
most of the experimental particle physics 

with the possible exception of nucleon decay 
searches and

searches for other dim 5 operators, e.g., axion

If, on the other hand, new physics is at, or below, ~10 
TeV, other higher dimension operators come into play 

aF F̃
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Light new physics?

In the extreme case, new physics could be 
light, right under our nose, just very weakly 
coupled

Right-handed neutrino partner

8 GeV light WIMP

< 1 eV axion

...
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SM model works much 
better that it should
On the one hand, Nature should have no unprotected masses

All unprotected masses stay at the scale of new physics 
by loop corrections

It’s gratifying that besides the Higgs all other 
elementary particles have protected masses

On the other hand, every possible higher-dimensional 
operator we are sensitive to is just not there!

besides neutrino masses

We don’t know what this means; we’ve been humbled by 
Nature
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Why is the SM so 
successful?

The strategy should be to cast 
your net wide and look for 
possible new effects everywhere

In the case of neutrinos, this 
means overmeasure and 
overconstrain the sector to make 
sure there’s no additional new 
physics 

neutrinos, being very weakly 
interacting, can be good for 
probing certain kinds of new 
physics

CP violation before the B factories

• For 35 years (untill 1999), only unambiguous CPV measurement was in K mixing
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• CP vioaltion used to be interesting in itself; by now dozens of measurements
) In which cases can both theory and experiment be precise?

ZL — p.1/15

Need something like this 
for the neutrino sector
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NSI: Simplifying framework

• Following Wolfenstein, let’s suppose new flavor-changing interactions

• For clarity, just a single term: a flavor changing qqνeντ interaction

• subdominant to the SM weak interactions

• Effective low-energy interaction, can be due to many different kinds of 
underlying physics 

�

H f lav
mat =

⌦
2GF ne

0

@
1 0 |⇥e⌥ | e�i�⌅

0 0 0
|⇥e⌥ | ei�⌅ 0 0

1

A

where G is the Fermi constant, n is the number density of
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Solar neutrinos, 2004
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where level jumping can take place is narrow, defined
by A ! ! [21]. A neutrino produced at a lower den-
sity evolves adiabatically, while a neutrino produced
at a higher density may undergo level crossing. The
probability Pc in the latter case is given to a very good
accuracy by the formula for the linear profile, with an
appropriate gradient taken along the neutrino trajec-
tory,

(12)Pc !"(A "!)e"# (cos2$rel+1)/2,

where "(x) is the step function, "(x) = 1 for x > 0
and "(x) = 0 otherwise. We emphasize that our
results differ from the similar ones given in [5,22]
in three important respects: (i) they are valid for all,
not just small values of % (which is essential for our
application), (ii) they include the angle &, and (iii) the
argument of the " function does not contain cos2$ ,
as follows from [21]. We stress that for large values of
% and & ! '/2 adiabaticity is violated for large values
of $ .
Finally, to get an idea on the size of the day/night

asymmetry, ADN # 2(N " D)/(N + D), (here D(N)
denotes the (e flux at the detector during the day
(night)) we can model the Earth as a sufficiently long
(compared to the oscillation length) object of constant
density. For 8B neutrino energies, this is appropriate
for )m2 ! (3–5) $ 10"5 eV2. Introducing a small
parameter x% # A/!, where A is evaluated for a
typical density inside the Earth, we find, to the first
order in x%,

ADN ! x% sin 2$

(13)$ cos2% sin 2$ + cos2& sin 2% cos2$
"[cos2$&(1" 2Pc)]"1 " cos2$ .

We verified that Eq. (13) gives a good agreement with
precise numerical calculations for ne ! 1.6 mol/cm3.
For the lower )m2 region allowed by KamLAND,
)m2 ! (1–3) $ 10"5 eV2, the oscillation length is
comparable to the size of the Earth, however, the
averaging in Eq. (13) still applies to a signal integrated
over the zenith angle.
In Fig. 1 we plot the neutrino survival probabil-

ity as a function of energy for several representative
values of the NSI parameters. We take )m2 and $

corresponding to the best-fit LMA point and choose
the production point to be at r = 0.1R&. Curve (1) is
the standard interaction case, given for reference. The

Fig. 1. The electron neutrino survival probability and the day/night
asymmetry as a function of energy for )m2 = 7 $ 10"5 eV2,
tan2 $ = 0.4 and several representative values of the NSI para-
meters: (1) *u11 = *d11 = *u12 = *d12 = 0; (2) *u11 = *d11 = "0.008,
*u12 = *d12 = "0.06; (3) *u11 = *d11 = "0.044, *u12 = *d12 = 0.14;
(4) *u11 = *d11 = "0.044, *u12 = *d12 = "0.14. Recall that the pa-
rameters in Eq. (5) equal *ij = *uij nu/ne + *dij nd/ne .

other three curves represent the three qualitatively dif-
ferent regimes that are of interest to us. In the follow-
ing we illustrate them in connectionwith observations.
For definiteness, we consider real values of *12, both
positive (& = 0) and negative (& = '/2). As is clear
from Eq. (6), complex values (0 < & < '/2) interpo-
late between these two cases.

3. Analysis of data

We now turn to the comparison of the NSI pre-
dictions with observations. To do this, we perform a
best fit analysis of the solar neutrino and KamLAND
data along the lines of Refs. [23,24]. In particular, so-
lar data include the radiochemical rates [25–28], the
SK ES zenith-spectra [29], the SNO day–night spectra
[30–32] measured in phase-I and the SNO rates mea-
sured in phase-II [33]. For consistency, the NC rate
prediction for SNO is treated as a free parameter be-
cause it is affected by an unknown change in the ax-
ial coupling of the quarks that could accompany the
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Solar neutrinos, 2012

SNO 3-phase analysis 2011; our fit
Similar story with Borexino, SuperK; see Palazzo, PRD 2011

pep

NSI

Std. MSW
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Atmospheric neutrinos

• The same e-τ NSI shows up 
in atm. neutrinos at SuperK

• Data over 5 decades in 
energy! But energies not 
well-resolved

• εeτ up to ~0.5 allowed, even 
without special 
cancellations

• Weaker than solar

3

the !µ! !! ! oscillations, though dependent on the matter
angle ", are independent of the absolute size of the NSI.
As already mentioned, these oscillations have the same
dependence on the neutrino energy and on the distance
L as vacuum oscillations and therefore mimic their e!ect
in the distortion of the neutrino energy spectrum and of
the zenith angle distribution. More specifically, we get
the oscillation probability:

P (!µ" !! !) = sin2 2#m sin2["m2
mL/(4E")] , (7)

where the e!ective mixing and mass square splitting are
derived to be

"m2
m = "m2

!

(c2#(1 + c2
$) # s2

$)2/4 + (s2#c$)2
"1/2

,

tan 2#m = 2s2#c$/(c2#(1 + c2
$) # s2

$) . (8)

If NSI are present, but not included in the data analy-
sis, a fit of the highest energy atmospheric data, i.e. the
through-going muon ones, would give "m2

m and #m in-
stead of the corresponding vacuum quantities. If we fix
a set of NSI and – to reproduce the no-NSI case – re-
quire that #m $ $/4 and "m2

m $ 2.5 · 10!3 eV2, from
Eqs. (8) we get that the vacuum mixing would not be
maximal; in particular we have cos 2# $ s2

$/(1 + c2
$) and

"m2 $ "m2
m(1 + cos!2 ")/2.

In the intermediate energy range, E % 1 # 10 GeV,
when matter and vacuum terms are comparable, the re-
duction to a two-neutrino system is not possible, and the
problem does not allow a simple analytical treatment.
The neutrino conversion probability in this energy range
depends on the sign of the neutrino mass hierarchy (nor-
mal, "m2 > 0, or inverted, "m2 < 0). At the sub-GeV
energies, we expect vacuum-domination, and therefore
small deviations with respect to vacuum oscillations [23].

Finally, we observe that for #13 = 0, "m" = 0, as has
been assumed here, there is no sensitivity to %, the phase
of &e! [24]. This is unlike the case of the solar neutrinos,
where % plays a crucial role [4]. Corrections due to #13

and "m" &= 0 break the phase degeneracy and will be
presented elsewhere [7].

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We performed a quantitative analysis of the atmo-
spheric neutrino data with five parameters: two “vac-
uum” ones, ("m2, #), and three NSI quantities (&ee, &e!

, &!!). The goodness-of-fit for a given point is deter-
mined by performing a fit to the data. We use the
complete 1489-day charged current Super-Kamiokande
phase I data set [15], including the e-like and µ-like data
samples of sub- and multi-GeV contained events (each
grouped into 10 bins in zenith angle) as well as the stop-
ping (5 angular bins) and through-going (10 angular bins)
upgoing muon data events. This amounts to a total of
55 data points. For the calculation of the expected rates
we use the new three-dimensional atmospheric neutrino

fluxes given in Ref. [16]. The statistical analysis of the
data follows the appendix of Ref. [3].

The results of the K2K experiment have been included.
Their addition has a minimal impact on our results, pro-
viding some constraint at high "m2. The details of the
K2K analysis can be found in Sec. 2.2 of Ref. [17].

−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1
ε

ε

eτ

ττ

0

0.5

1 εee=−0.15

FIG. 1: A 2-D section (!ee= !0.15) of the allowed region of
the NSI parameters (shaded). We assumed !m2

! = 0 and
"13 = 0, and marginalized over " and !m2. The dashed con-
tours indicate our analytical predictions. See text for details.

Upon scanning the parameter space and marginalizing
over "m2 and # we obtain the three-dimensional allowed
region in the space (&ee, &e! , &!!). As an illustration, in
Fig. 1 we show a section of this region by the plane &ee=
#0.15 (the choice motivated by the solar analysis in [4]).
The '2 minimum occurs at &e!= 0.07, &!!= 0.01; the
value at the minimum, '2

min = 48.50, is virtually the
same as at the origin (no NSI), '2

orig = 48.57. The shaded
regions correspond, from the innermost contour, to '2 #
'2

min ' 7.81, 11.35, and 18.80. They represent the 95%,
99%, and 3.6( confidence levels (C.L.) for three degrees
of freedom (d.o.f.). The last contour also corresponds to
the 95% C.L. for 50 d.o.f.. For the purpose of hypothesis
testing this means that a theory which gives NSI outside
of this region should be rejected.

The dashed-dotted parabola illustrates the condition
of zero eigenvalue, Eq. (6); the two outer curves give
the predicted bound according to Eq. (5). For both,
the agreement between the theory and numerical results
is quite convincing. Moreover, we have verified that
the agreement remains very good for &ee in the range
#0.7 <&ee< 0.3 [7]. For the case when only &e! is non-
zero we find the bounds | &e! | < 0.38 at 99% C.L. and
| &e! | < 0.5 at 3.6(.

The extent of the allowed region along the parabola is
beyond the scope of our analytical treatment. Indeed,
since at high energy the leading NSI e!ect is canceled by
construction, the fit quality is determined by subdomi-
nant NSI e!ects in all energy samples. Remarkably, these
e!ects are rather small, especially for the inverted mass
hierarchy, where the region '2 # '2

min ' 7.81 extends up

See Gonzalez-Garcia, Maltoni, Salvado,
arXiv:1103.4365v2 for a recent update

A.F., Lunardini, Maltoni, PRD 2004
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Kevin BurkettMarch 10, 2006

Example Candidate Event

7

ET(Jet) = 361 GeV

Missing ET = 350 GeV

Collider NSI bounds: 
LHC Monojet searches

• “monojet” events contain a 
single prominent jet recoiling 
against “nothing”

• “nothing” could be, e.g., dark 
matter particles, extra-dim KK 
gravitons, etc

Kevin BurkettMarch 10, 2006

Example Candidate Event

7

ET(Jet) = 361 GeV

Missing ET = 350 GeV

Kevin BurkettMarch 10, 2006

Example Candidate Event

7

ET(Jet) = 361 GeV

Missing ET = 350 GeV
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Some of the (many) papers on these searches

• Large extra dimensions (ADD):

• Mirabelli, Perelstein, Peskin, PRL 1999

• Vacavant & Hinchliffe, J. Phys. G 2001

• CDF Collaboration, PRL 2006, PRL 2008

• DM:

• Goodman, Ibe, Rajaraman, Shepherd, Tait, Yu, PLB 2011; PRD 2011

• Bai, Fox, Harnik, JHEP 2010

• Rajaraman, Shepherd, Tait, Wijangco, arXiv:1108.1196

• Fox, Harnik, Kopp, Tsai, arXiv:1109.4398
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Neutrinos are Backgrounds

• Standard Model physics that leads to monojet events

• jet + Z ➞ jet + νν-bar

• jet + W ➞ jet + eν

• ➞ jet + μν

• ➞ jet + τν

• NSI modify BG rate

• May fake DM/KK states
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Figure 4: Measured leading-jet pT distributions for the LowPt (top) and HighPt
(bottom) analyses compared to background predictions. Only statistical uncer-
tainties on the data are shown. The systematic uncertainties on the total number
of predicted events are 9% for the LowPt region and 12% for the HighPt region.

of the multi-jets background from data is not possible due to the
small number of events. The PYTHIAMC predicts a negligible
contribution.
The cosmic ray and beam-related backgrounds are estimated

from empty and unpaired proton bunches in the collider that
fulfill the event selection criteria. This estimate also accounts
for the probability of overlaps between background contribu-
tions and genuine proton-proton collisions leading to monojet
signatures. A total of 2.4±1.1 non-collision background events
are predicted in the LowPt analysis, while the contribution in
the HighPt region is negligible.
The SM background predictions are summarized in Table 1

and are found to be consistent with the number of observed
events in the data of 611 and 39 for the LowPt and HighPt
selections, respectively. The main systematic uncertainties in
the electroweak backgrounds come from the normalization un-
certainties, which are dominated by the statistics in the data
control samples. The statistical uncertainties listed in Table 1
come from the limited number of events in the MC samples.
A comparison of the SM predictions to the measured EmissT and
leading-jet pT distributions are provided in Figures 3 and 4, re-
spectively. Good agreement is observed in all cases.

Background Predictions ± (stat.) ± (syst.)
LowPt Selection HighPt Selection

Z (! !!̄)+jets 357 ± 12 ± 25 25.4 ± 2.6 ± 2.8
W(! "!)+jets 139 ± 5 ± 36 7.8 ± 1 ± 2.3
W(! µ!)+jets 70 ± 4 ± 5 3.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.4
W(! e!)+jets 59 ± 3 ± 15 3.0 ± 0.7 ± 0.9
Multi-jets 24 ± 5 ± 14 "

Z/##(! "+"")+jets 2.6 ± 0.5 ± 0.7 "
Z/##(! µ+µ")+jets 1.9 ± 0.4 ± 0.1 "

top 0.96 ± 0.04 ± 0.2 "
#+jets 0.35 ± 0.17 ± 0.5 "

Z/##(! e+e")+jets " "
Non-collision Background 2.4 ± 0.5 ± 1.1 "

Total Background 657 ± 15 ± 62 40 ± 2.9 ± 4.8
Events in Data (33 pb"1) 611 39

Table 1: Number of observed events and predicted background events, includ-
ing statistical and systematic uncertainties. The statistical uncertainties are due
to limited MC statistics. The dominant systematic uncertainties come from
the limited statistics in the data control regions. The systematic uncertain-
ties on W(! µ!)+jets, Z/##(! µ+µ")+jets, and Z (! !!̄)+jets predictions
are fully correlated. Similarly, the systematic uncertainties on W(! e!)+jets,
W(! "!)+jets, and Z/##(! "+"")+jets are fully correlated.

6. Data Interpretation and Limits
Since the number of events observed in the LowPt and

HighPt regions are found to be consistent with the background
predictions, as shown in Table 1, 95% confidence level (CL)
upper limits are set on the cross-section times acceptance and
on the value of MD as a function of the number of extra dimen-
sions. All limits are computed using theCLs modified frequen-
tist approach [31].
The 95% CL upper limits on cross section times acceptance

are calculated considering the systematic uncertainties on the
backgrounds and on the integrated luminosity. The resulting
values are 3.26 pb and 0.51 pb for the LowPt and HighPt anal-
ysis, respectively.
To obtain limits on the ADD parameters MD and R, model-

dependent uncertainties on the signal cross sections and accep-
tances must be determined and included in the limit calculation.
For graviton production in the ADD scenario, a low-energy

e!ective field theory [32] with energy scale MD is used to cal-
culate the signal cross section considering the contribution of
di!erent graviton mass modes. Signal samples corresponding
to a number of extra dimensions varying between 2 and 6 are
considered, with the renormalization and factorization scales
set to 1

2M
2
G+ p

2
T , where MG is the graviton mass and pT denotes

the transverse momentum of the recoiling parton. The samples
are generated using the PYTHIAMC programwith the ATLAS
MC09 tuning defining all parameters including the MRST2007
LO# PDF set. The yields for CTEQ6.6 PDFs [33] are obtained
by reweighting these samples. All generated samples are passed
through the full detector simulation, and are reconstructed and
analyzed with the same analysis chain as for the data.
The approximation used in the calculation of the signal cross

sections is expected to be valid only if the scales involved in the
hard interaction are significantly smaller than MD. An estimate
of the relative importance of the signal predictions in the un-

5

ATLAS, arXiv:1106.5327, Phys. Lett. B 2011
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Do NSI remain contact at the LHC energies?

• If yes, bounds in the Table

• Notice that these NSI are per 
quark! Keep in mind when 
comparing to NSIs in oscillation 
experiments

• But what if the NSI are not 
contact?

• No longer “model-independent”

3

interactions leading to (1) can be written as the following
dimension-6 operators

Ldim�6
NSI = �

2⇤qP�⇥
v2

(L��
µL⇥)(q�µPq), (2)

where L = (⇥, ✏) is the lepton doublet and v2 = 1/
⌅
2GF .

These operators are very strongly bounded by processes
involving charged leptons ✏. It has been argued, how-
ever, that Eq. (2) should not be used to derive model-
independent bounds, as the NSI could also arise from
more complicated e�ective operators. If such operators
involve the Higgs field, the obvious SU(2)L connection
may be broken [14, 26–28]. Typical examples are mod-
els where (1) arises from dimension-8 operators of the
form [27]

Ldim�8
NSI = �

4⇤qP�⇥
v4

(HL��
µHL⇥)(q�µPq), (3)

with H being the Higgs doublet. In defining the coe⇤-
cient of the operator we used the fact that in the unitary
gauge H†H ⇥ (v + h)2 /2, with h the Higgs field. In
this case the low-energy Lagrangian (1) need not be ac-
companied by same-strength operators involving charged
leptons.

Lastly, let us note that even the NSI Lagrangian (3)
will inevitably contribute to charged lepton processes at
high energies [29]. We will see in Sec. VB that the op-
erator in Eq. (3) does indeed produce charged leptons at
the LHC, at potentially detectable levels.

III. MONOJET BOUNDS ON NEUTRINO
CONTACT INTERACTIONS

At the simplest level, the four fermion operator in
Eq. (1) gives rise to the distinctive but invisible pro-
cess qq̄ ⇥ ⇥�⇥⇥ . This event is rendered visible if for
example one of the initial state quarks radiates a gluon,
qq̄ ⇥ ⇥�⇥⇥g. This along with the two other diagrams in-
volving quark-gluon initial states shown in Fig. 2 consti-
tute the monojet plus missing transverse energy (MET)
signal we consider here:

pp (pp̄) ⇥ j ⇥̄�⇥⇥ , j = q, q, g. (4)

Analogous constraints on NSI [27] and dark matter [30]
involving electrons arise at e+e� colliders where instead
of a jet one has a photon in the final state.

Below, in Sec. IIIA, we describe our derivation of
the bounds from the LHC (ATLAS [31]) and Tevatron
(CDF [4, 5, 32]) data, assuming the interactions remain
contact for all relevant energies. The summary of these
bounds is presented in Table I. We note that these con-
straints improve considerably the corresponding bounds
on ⇤e⌅ , ⇤⌅⌅ , ⇤ee, as reported in [28].

Given that the LHC is already at the frontier of
neutrino-quark interactions, it is natural to ask how these

CDF ATLAS [31]

GSNP [32] ADD [4, 5] LowPt HighPt veryHighPt

⇧uP�⇥=� 0.45 0.51 0.40 0.19 0.17

⇧dP�⇥=� 1.12 1.43 0.54 0.28 0.26

⇧uP�⇥ ⇥=� 0.32 0.36 0.28 0.13 0.12

⇧dP�⇥ ⇥=� 0.79 1.00 0.38 0.20 0.18

TABLE I: Bounds on the contact NSI from the CDF and
ATLAS monojet + MET searches. The CDF bounds are
based on 1.1 fb�1 of data and are shown for two sets of cuts,
the softer “Generic Search for New Physics” (GSNP) cuts [32]
and the harder ones optimized for the ADD searches [4, 5].
The ATLAS bounds are based on 1 fb�1 for the three di�erent
cuts analyzed in [31]. All bounds correspond to 95% C.L. The
bounds do not depend on the neutrino flavor �,⇥ = e, µ, ⌅ nor
on the chirality P = L,R of the quark. We assume only one
coe⇤cient at a time is turned on. When several coe⇤cients
contribute the bound reads as shown in Eq. (6).

q/q

q/q

�⇥

��

g

q/q

g

�⇥

��

q/q

q/q

g

�⇥

��

q/q

FIG. 2: Feynman diagrams contributing to the monojet sig-
nal (4), with time flowing from left to right. The shaded blobs
denote the NSI contact interaction. At the 7 TeV LHC the qq
initial state contributes approximately the 70% of the signal.

bounds will change in the near future, as more data is
collected and analyzed. In Section III B we attempt to
make some informed projections of the bounds, conclud-
ing that a significant improvement in the bounds will only
be achieved once systematics are reduced. We note that
although CMS also has a monojet study with a compa-
rable data set [33], we use the ATLAS study precisely
because of its careful discussion of the systematics.
We also examine the e�ect of the event selection crite-

ria as a determinant in setting the bounds. In particular,
note that while the hardest pT cut of the five selection cri-
teria in Table I yields the strongest bound in the contact
limit, the same is not true in the light mediator regime,
as we show in Sec. IV.

A. Analysis details

The standard model (SM) monojet backgrounds are
primarily due to pp(pp̄) ⇥ jZ ⇥ j⇥⇥, pp(pp̄) ⇥ jW ⇥
j✏⇥ where the charged lepton is missed, and multi-jet
QCD events [31–33].
The CDF collaboration released its monojet data with

two sets of cuts. One is designed for a generic search for
new physics (henceforth, the GSNP cut) [32], the other
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LHC and Tevatron monojet 
constraints

lowPT
CDF
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Broad resonance
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-Would a yet softer cut 
yield better bounds?
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Neutrinos vs. DM

• If we see an anomaly in monojet events, is it a signature of extra dimensions, 
dark matter, or neutrino NSI?

• Neutrino NSI could be potentially distinguished by their companion 
multilepton events (SU(2) symmetry)

• example: people suggested contact dimension-8 interactions qR(LH)(LH)qR

• These should lead to qq -> WW ll 

• Turns out that 3-lepton events at the LHC (latest published 5 fb-1 sample) 
come close to the sensitivity of monojets

A. F., Graesser, Shoemaker, Vecchi;
Phys. Lett. B 714, 267 (2012)
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Heavy Majorana masses 
at the LHC 
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Figure 2: Feynman diagrams for B decays involving an intermediate heavy neutrino (N).
(a) B� ! D(⇤)+µ�µ�, (b) B� ! ⇡+(D+

s

)µ�µ�, and (c) B� ! D0⇡+µ�µ�.

produced via Cabibbo suppressed versions of the process in Fig. 2(a). Here the ⇡+µ�µ�

final state requires a b ! u quark transition while for the D+

s

µ�µ� final state, one of the
virtual W� must couple to a s quark rather than a d.

The lifetimes of N are not predicted. We assume here that they are long enough that
the natural decay width is narrower than our mass resolution which varies between 2
and 15 MeV1 depending on mass and decay mode. For B� ! ⇡+µ�µ�, we can access
the Majorana mass region between approximately 260 and 5000 MeV while for B� !
D+

s

µ�µ�, the Majorana mass region is between 2100 and 5150 MeV. In the higher mass
region, the W+ may be more likely to form a D+

s

meson than a ⇡+. The B� ! ⇡+µ�µ�

search was first performed by Mark-II [7] and then by CLEO [8]. LHCb also performed a
similar search using a smaller 0.04 fb�1 data sample [9] giving an upper limit of 5.8⇥10�8

at 95% confidence level (CL). The decay of B� ! D+

s

µ�µ� has never been investigated.
Finally, in Fig. 2(c) we show how prolific semileptonic decays of the B� can result

in the D0⇡+µ�µ� final state. This process has never been probed [10]. We benefit from
the higher value of the CKM coupling |V

cb

| relative to |V
ub

| in the annihilation processes
shown in Fig. 2(b). The accessible region for Majorana neutrino mass is between 260
and 3300 MeV. For all the modes considered in this paper, we search only for decays
with muons in the final state, though electrons, and ⌧ leptons in cases where su�cient
energy is available, could also be produced. Searches have also been carried out looking
for like-sign dileptons in hadron collider experiments [11].

1In this paper we use units where the speed of light, c, is set equal to one.

2

Unlike 0ν2β process, searching for like-sign dimuons
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Bounds
Table 4: Summary of upper limits on branching fractions. Both the limits on the overall
branching fraction assuming a phase space decay, and the range of limits on the branching
fraction as a function of Majorana neutrino mass (M

N

) are given. All limits are at 95% CL.

Mode B upper limit Approx. limits as function of M
N

D+µ�µ� 6.9⇥ 10�7

D⇤+µ�µ� 2.4⇥ 10�6

⇡+µ�µ� 1.3⇥ 10�8 (0.4� 1.0)⇥ 10�8

D+

s

µ�µ� 5.8⇥ 10�7 (1.5� 8.0)⇥ 10�7

D0⇡+µ�µ� 1.5⇥ 10�6 (0.3� 1.5)⇥ 10�6

(MeV)Majorana neutrino mass
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

2 | 4
|V
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Figure 15: Upper limits on |V
µ4

|2 at 95% CL as a function of the Majorana neutrino mass
from the B� ! ⇡+µ�µ� channel.

See last week’s talk by Marina Artuso

LHCb, PRD85, 112004 (2012)
See also BELLE, PRD84 (2011) 071106 
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To be continued 
tomorrow:

Long-baseline oscillations

Neutrino astrophysics

Stellar cooling bounds on neutrinos

Supernova neutrino oscillations

Neutrinos in cosmology (briefly)
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Tentative conclusions

Neutrino do not have much regard for DOE 
frontiers

Neither does this speaker

It’s a good thing this year’s program is called 

Journeys Through the Frontier 

Kudos to the organizers for this choice!
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